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The Path to Greater Identity 
Assurance: Trust AI
Over the years, assurance of identity has taken a 
certain path towards reliability and security and 
BioConnect’s Trust AI solution is the next step in 
the evolution.
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Introduction
It seems almost every day there is an article about 
a data breach, a hack or identity theft. If your 
company collects information about people’s 
identity, you have the risk of being hacked. 

At your enterprise, if it’s like most, there are 
numerous times per day that you need to know 
someone’s identity. As a leader at your enterprise, 
you may need to ensure the security of your office 
buildings by having confidence that only those who 
are authorized gain entry. Perhaps your employees 
need to use a password to gain access to their 
business-issued computers where confidential 
information about your business is stored. There 
may be rooms in your office building where only 
certain employees are allowed to enter, ie. the 
office where your HR records are stored. Your cus-
tomers may need to access your business’ online 
services and you need to ensure they are paying 
customers. The need for security around identity 
must always be balanced against the convenience 
or friction to the employee or customer who is 
using your authentication method. The enterprise 
will not thrive if employees have to undertake a 
complicated identity authentication process every 
time they get back to their computer. Customers 
will not be happy if they have to undertake a 
complex, multi-step action every time they use the 
company’s digital applications.  

Traditionally these authentication occurrences 
have used passwords, keys, fobs or one-time 
password tokens. Progressive systems may use 
biometrics or two-factor authentication. Each one 
of these authentication processes carry risk for 
your enterprise that BioConnect’s Trust AI solution 
can significantly reduce. Trust AI is a continuous, 
risk-based authentication solution that matches the 
convenience of an authentication event to the level 
of identity assurance required for access.

Authentication
The process or action of proving 
or showing something to be 
true, genuine, or valid. Often 
used to represent the verifying 
of an individual’s identity for 
the purpose of access – 
login attempt, validation of a 
transaction, or access at an 
access/entry point.

https://bioconnectid.com/
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THE PATH TO GREATER IDENTITY ASSURANCE

Over the years, assurance of identity has taken a 
certain path towards reliability and security and 
BioConnect’s Trust AI solution is the next step in 
the evolution.

We believe the path to greater identity assurance:

Password > Single Biometric >  

Multi-Modal Biometrics > BioConnect’s Trust AI 
 

Each of these steps adds a layer for greater 
assurance of identity. 

The Path to Greater Identity 
Assurance

+ + +

+

Password

Single 
Biometric

Multi-Modal 
Biometric

BioConnect 
Trust AI

https://bioconnectid.com/
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STARTING WITH PASSWORDS
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While passwords are generally a string of numbers, 
letter and symbols set by the user and typed in 
each time they need to authenticate their identity, 
they also include RSA tokens or other devices 
that generate a one-time password for the user. A 
benefit of passwords is that they are binary. They 
are either right or wrong. There is no interpretation 
needed. Passwords are also common. People are 
familiar with using passwords to identify them-
selves. They are easy for use by the enterprise in 
that a password requirement can easily be added 
to a digital system and users will immediately 
know how to use it. Further, the user is responsible 
for remembering the password, meaning the 
enterprise has little upkeep or maintenance relating 
to a password-enabled system. 

However these benefits must be weighed against 
the risks associated with using passwords alone 
for identity authentication. Passwords are not 
secure. They are simply secrets that anyone can 
learn or guess. 
 

Tens of millions of passwords 
are stolen every year. There are 
over a billion passwords freely 
available online taken from data 
breaches1. 

Starting with Passwords

1 CSO Online, 1.4B stolen passwords are free for the taking: What we know now, March 28, 2018,  
 https://www.csoonline.com/article/3266607/password-security/1-4b-stolen-passwords-are- 
 free-for-the-taking-what-we-know-now.html 
2 Gizmodo, The 25 Most Popular Passwords of 2018 Will Make You Feel Like a Security Genius,  
 December 13, 2018, https://gizmodo.com/the-25-most-popular-passwords-of-2018-will-make- 
 you-fee-1831052705

The Top 10  
Most Common  
Passwords of 20182

1. 123456 

2. password

3. 123456789

4. 12345678 

5. 12345

6. 111111

7. 1234567

8. sunshine

9. qwerty

10. iloveyou

https://bioconnectid.com/
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STARTING WITH PASSWORDS
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Since many people reuse passwords across 
different services, every password breach on 
someone else’s system puts the enterprise’s 
password-based system at risk. Even systems 
viewed as less-susceptible to attacks are being 
targeted: 2018 saw a significant rise in malware 
that targets sensitive passwords by recording 
keystrokes on systems powered by Windows 
(e.g., “Mimikatz”, “DarkGate”), Linux (e.g., “Linux.
BtcMine.174”), MacOS (e.g., “Coldroot”), and even 
Android (e.g., “Optimization Android”).

Even one-time passwords generated by an RSA 
token or similar device are not secure. It is very 
likely that the user who has been entrusted with the 
RSA token leaves it in their unlocked desk drawer 
for anyone to find, or gives it to their assistant 
to help with online transactions. Compared to 
passwords set by the user, these OTP devices are 
significantly less easy for the enterprise to manage, 
given the cost and time required to manage lost, 
forgotten or stolen password generators.

Starting with Passwords 
cont’d

https://bioconnectid.com/
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MOVING TO SINGLE BIOMETRIC
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Replacing the password with a single biometric 
authentication system, including a fingerprint, 
face scan, voice or eye scan, is an improvement 
on the spectrum of assurance of identity. No one 
can learn a user’s face or voice, therefore the risk 
of hacking is significantly diminished. There are 
no one-time password devices to lose or forget. 
The single biometric allows the user to perform a 
high-security authentication anytime anywhere. 
There is additional security since most modern 
biometric systems do not store a user’s raw 
fingerprint, face, voice or eye scan, but rather a 
cryptographically-secure measurement of those 
attributes. This measurement (a template) cannot 
be reversed in order to steal the user’s biometric 
for another purpose. Liveness detection is done 
passively, using actual measures of the live human 
user, rather than relying on complex CAPTCHAs 
or other tests that add significant friction and 
make it difficult to serve users with accessibility 
needs. Single biometrics are easy to expand to 
the internet-of-things (IoT) ecosystem, where 
keyboards are giving way to more natural forms of 
voice-, video- and gesture-based interactions. 

While the single biometric is a step in the right 
direction from password-based authentication, it 
carries its own risks for your enterprise. Whether or 
not a user is sufficiently identified is no longer a bi-
nary decision. With biometrics there is a probability 
of identity. This means there will be some false 
acceptance rate for any single-biometric system. 
In the case of touchID, a user can materially reduce 
the accuracy of a fingerprint-based authentication 
event by saving another person’s fingerprint on 
their device.

Moving to Single Biometric
False Acceptance 
Rate (FAR)
The likelihood that a biometric 
technology will incorrectly 
accept an access attempt by an 
unauthorized user.

https://bioconnectid.com/
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MOVING TO SINGLE BIOMETRIC
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Moving to Single
Biometric cont’d
Accordingly, the accuracy of the authentication 
relies on the user. It may seem highly unlikely that 
there will be a material false acceptance rate for 
a biometric measurement, however the birthday 
paradox dictates that you only need 23 people in a 
room to have a 50% chance of two people having 
the same birthday. With 365 days in the year, this 
seems unlikely, however the law of exponents 
dictates a much higher match rate than intuitively 
expected.3 

Apple claims that its TouchID  
has a false acceptance rate of  
1 in 50,0004; 

Statistically, to have a 50/50 chance of finding two 
people who can bypass one another’s TouchID, 
you would need only to test 264 fingers (27 people). 
For an enterprise with thousands of employees and 
customers, this rate may not be acceptable. 

Another risk with using only a single biometric to 
authenticate your employees and customers is that 
the biometrics industry is extremely fast-paced. A 
point-to-point integration with a single biometric 
means your enterprise may not be staying 
up-to-date with the best option and you will have 
significant challenges when making changes. 

3 Better Explained, Understanding the Birthday Paradox,  
 https://betterexplained.com/articles/understanding-the-birthday-paradox/ 
4 Apple, Face ID Security Guide, November 2017, 
 https://www.apple.com/business/site/docs/FaceID_Security_Guide.pdf 

https://bioconnectid.com/
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MULTI-MODAL BIOMETRICS
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Multi-Modal Biometrics
There is an option of layering more than one 
biometric into a system for your enterprise’s 
identity authentication requirements. This will 
provide the benefit of exponentially reducing the 
false acceptance rate. However, requiring multiple 
biometric authentications each time an employee 
or customer wants to access your physical or 
digital spaces can cause significant friction to 
those employees and customers. Further, the 
accuracy may still rely on the user (as is the case 
with multiple fingerprints being stored on a user’s 
device) and these systems are often detached and 
disjointed, such that they do not speak to each 
other and each have different ways to identify a 
‘pass’.  From your enterprise’s perspective, this can 
be difficult to manage and reduces your confidence 
that identity has been assured.

https://bioconnectid.com/
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BIOCONNECT’S TRUST AI
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BioConnect’s Trust AI
BioConnect’s Trust AI Platform for the enterprise 
combines the benefits of what you have, what you 
know and what you are to increase assurance of 
identity while decreasing user friction and security 
risks. Trust AI is risk-based authentication that 
collects data and information from a user’s  
biometrics, behavior, context and 
credentials to formulate a Trust 
Score designating the likelihood 
that the authenticator is actually 
the identified user. While a 
complex set of variables, 
processes and models are 
involved in the background, 
BioConnect’s Trust AI normal-
izes the approach to using all 
modalities because it provides 
a single Trust Score.  
The Trust Score is one number 
which takes into account all 
modalities and measurements.     

Your enterprise can set an 
Access Score, being a minimum 
Trust Score that a user must reach 
in order to gain access to your digital 
or physical spaces – or can dynamically assign an 
Access Score threshold, determined by the type 
or value of transaction your end-user is attempting 
to perform. This allows the enterprise to set the 
rules for assurance probability. BioConnect’s Trust 
AI allows your enterprise to control the binding of 
the user to their biometric identity, so you retain 
control of knowing who is accessing your spaces. 
This is significantly different than simply using 
Apple’s TouchID, where the user themselves can 
manipulate the reliability of the authentication event 
by storing and using more than one fingerprint 
on their iPhone (or possibly even someone else’s 
fingerprint, without your knowledge).  

Trust AI
The accumulation of data 
points (biometric, behavorial, 
contextual, and credential) 
to accurately represent the 
likelihood of a person’s identity 
for authentication.

https://bioconnectid.com/
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BIOCONNECT’S TRUST AI
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BioConnect’s Trust AI cont’d
BioConnect’s Trust AI can be unified across digital 
and physical access requirements in one expert 
system. It can be used to gain access to your 
office building, a room or other physical space 
owned by your enterprise, and also to gain access 
to a company computer, your enterprise’s digital 
application or your computer server. This allows 
your enterprise to operate one system instead of 
multiple disjointed systems separately governing 
your physical and digital access points.   

BioConnect’s Trust AI involves more reliable 
continuous authentication, such that it doesn’t 
rely solely on a one-time authentication event. 
When you provide someone access in person, 
by unlocking a door then perhaps, you know the 
other person’s identity because you see them, hear 
them and you compare that to what you know they 
usually looks or sounds like. Our Trust AI system 
follows a user throughout the day in order to 
increase the reliability of each authentication event. 
Instead of a one-time authentication event with an 
RSA token-derived password when one of your 
customers is signing onto your online application, 
Trust AI has tracked that the customer is authenti-
cating in the location they usually authenticate in, 
in a time window during which they usually access 
your application, with the device they usually use, 
after accessing the computer they usually work 
from and entering the building they usually work in, 
etc. BioConnect’s Trust AI solution begins to build 
a profile of the user. If any piece of that information 
is out of the norm, resulting in the customer’s Trust 
Score dropping below the Access Score set by 
your enterprise, BioConnect’s Trust AI can send 
the customer a push notification requesting a step-
up authentication. These additional authentication 
methods, which can cause friction for the custom-
er, are therefore only required when the Trust AI 
system identifies a risk in the identity event.

https://bioconnectid.com/
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BIOCONNECT’S TRUST AI
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BioConnect’s Trust AI cont’d
A component of the Trust Score is dictated by 
passive authentication information. The use of 
behavioral, credential and contextual information 
means that Trust AI creates less friction for the 
user. The user’s IP address, device information, 
location, typing style and other passive information 
can all contribute to that user’s Trust Score. There 
may be access events that can rely solely on this 
passive information, not requiring any further action 
by the user. If an employee has just completed a 
successful authentication using a biometric to enter 
your office, you may set your risk engine policies 
or rules such that the system allows that same 
employee to authenticate into their computer a few 
minutes later with a lower Access Score based 
solely on continuous passive information. However, 
if that same employee then requires access to 
your enterprise’s data center, which houses highly 
confidential customer information, you may set your 
BioConnect Trust AI policies to require two layers of 
biometrics with a high Access Score to gain access.  

Layering biometric, behavioral, credential and 
contextual authentication information inside 
BioConnect’s Trust AI provides a flexible solution 
for your enterprise to balance convenience for the 
user with your enterprise’s identity authentication 
requirements. Once your enterprise sets the levels 
of required identity assurance by selecting the 
Access Score for each access event, BioConnect 
can be your enterprise’s biometric expert, ensuring 
that the appropriate modalities are relied upon such 
that access is only granted upon the Trust Score 
reliably reaching your pre-set Access Score. 

BioConnect is knowledgeable in the field of iden-
tity authentication and ensures that we know the 
accuracy level and strength of each measurement 
variable. This is often based on third-party testing 
including real world performance data. 

https://bioconnectid.com/
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BioConnect’s Trust AI cont’d
The Trust AI solution then attributes the appro-
priate weight to the various inputs to generate a 
reliable Trust Score. 

A user’s Trust Score gets more and more 
trustworthy over time. Every user starts with a 
Trust Score of zero, because they have not yet 
built up the trust inside BioConnect’s solution. 
BioConnect’s Trust AI learns over time what is 
usual for the user. Its machine learning system 
is built around reinforcing known behaviors and 
context. Over time, Trust AI will get an increasingly 
trustworthy understanding of a user’s usual habits 
based on a combination of this passive data and 
biometric authentication attempts, which can be 
used as the basis for their continuous Trust Score. 
Additional biometrics can then be layered on top 
when a specific authentication event occurs.

Among other things, BioConnect’s Trust AI 
develops threat intelligence, by matching login 
attempts against a database of internet addresses 
previously flagged as high-risk and/or associated 
with financial fraud. It assists with fraud detection 
because most user devices are fingerprinted, 
making it easier to detect third-parties attempting 
to log in from unauthorized devices. Behavioral 
analytics ensure that unusual patterns of activity 
related to time-of-day or location can be used to 
automatically flag risky transactions.  

BioConnect’s Trust AI system allows your 
enterprise to set the levels of necessary identity 
assurance, significantly reduces the risks associat-
ed with identity authentication events and ensures 
that your employees’ and customers’ use of the 
system is as convenient as appropriate for the risk 
of the access event. 

https://bioconnectid.com/
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TRUST AI USE CASES
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Credit Card Issuer (Digital Access) 
A credit card issuer may use BioConnect’s Trust 
AI to reduce credit card fraud. Among other 
things, Trust AI uses environmental factors such 
as geographic location to determine whether a 
credit card user and the transaction are occurring 
in the same place. If the user’s mobile device is 
in a different location than the origin of the credit 
card transaction, the transaction can be flagged as 
suspicious thereby reducing the user’s Trust Score, 
likely meaning it will not reach the pre-set Access 
Score. However, this doesn’t necessarily mean that 
the transaction will be denied. BioConnect’s Trust 
AI can request an additional biometric measure-
ment from the user at the time of the transaction to 
increase the user’s Trust Score. 

If this results in the Trust Score reaching or exceed-
ing the Access Score, the user’s identity will be 
confirmed and the transaction can be completed. 
If, however, despite step-up authentications, the 
Trust Score does not reach or exceed the Access 
Score, the user’s identity will be denied and the 
transaction cannot be completed.

Trust AI Use Cases
Trust Score

Access Score

A number which is constantly 
updated representing 
BioConnect’s Trust AI’s 
assurance of a user’s identity 
at any given time. 

A number which is set by 
your enterprise as a minimum 
Trust Score that must be met 
in order for a user to gain 
access to one of your physical 
or digital spaces. At the time 
of an identity authentication 
event, BioConnect’s Trust AI 
will require additional biometric 
authentications as necessary 
to ensure that a user’s Trust 
Score matches or exceeds the 
necessary Access Score to gain 
entry. If the match cannot be 
obtained, access will be denied.

Desktop Payment Transaction Denied Step Up Authentication Transaction Granted

https://bioconnectid.com/
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Data Centers (Physical Access) 
Trust AI continuously analyzes the identity of the 
device and the context of the device being used for 
identity authentication. This information is used to 
establish a device fingerprint pattern, such that if 
any factor is significantly changed, the user can be 
required to authenticate using additional methods, 
or identity can be denied altogether. This is one 
aspect of the BioConnect Trust AI solution that 
is particularly beneficial to highly secure physical 
locations, like data centers. Constantly ensuring 
that the device is trusted, in addition to the other 
variables, can provide an extra layer of identity 
assurance for highly protected spaces.

Trust AI Use Cases cont’d

High Security Area Access Denied Step Up Authentication Access Granted

https://bioconnectid.com/
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TRUST AI USE CASES
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BioConnect is based in Toronto, Canada and is passionately 
powered by the brightest and most innovative minds

Bank Office (Digital + Physical Access) 
The bank can take a risk-based approach to 
their identity authentication requirements. A 
lower Access Score, relying purely on passive 
information from behavioral and contextual factors 
may be sufficient for an employee to gain access 
to the office photocopier. A higher Access Score 
may be required for that same employee to log into 
the bank’s computer system, thereby requiring the 
employee to enter a password. An even greater 
Access Score may be required to authorize a 
change to a customer’s profile, or to move funds 
from one account to another, requiring a biometric 
authentication. Access to the vault may require the 
highest Access Score, dictating multiple biometric 
authentications in addition to reliable behavioral, 
contextual and credential inputs.

Trust AI Use Cases cont’d

https://bioconnectid.com/

